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Our office

The major products in the BEMKO range of office lighting is 

the ZOLED panel as replacement for traditional fluorescent 

T5/T8 fixtures. Is provided with an integrated LED lighting 

source with the power from 15W- PLZ-033-150-4K till 

45W- PLZ-066-450-6K or PLZ-123-450-4K, depending 

on the model. The high efficient LED chips and high-perfor-

mance voltage transducer (95%) allowed the company to 

achieve high lighting efficiency of the complete fixture (up 

to 90 lm/W). Investors can choose from three colours of 

light with the colour temperature of 3000 K (warm white), 

4000 K (neutral white) and 6000 K (cool white. The fact that 

the average life of the product is 40,000 h, with the loss of 

luminous flux up to 30%, is an advantage since it reduces 

costs of maintenance during operation. Lack of sensitivity 

to frequent commutating cycles and immediate full power 

operation makes this product perfect for use with motion de-

tectors. Zoled panel is available in several sizes from 30x30, 

30x60, 30x120 till most popular 60x60. All models can be 

easily mounted in the Armstrong ceiling without any additio-

nal brackets. There are also available additional mounting 

brackets for surface and recessed mounting. For surface 

version we can mount it on 5cm brackets, 1m cord or frame. 

For recessed version the can choose the dry wall brackets.

Headquarters of BEMKO is located in Warsaw. The modern office and warehouse 

building located near the main national transport route provides a significant logistic 

potential. The fact that the high bay warehouse is located directly by the office consi-

derably speeds up the order execution process. In end of 2016 BEMKO plan to open 

new HQ with spacious office, bigger warehouse, laboratory and production hall to be 

more comfortable both to the clients and employees of the company.



Our products

The assortment of BEMKO lighting products focuses on the-

ir application in industry, services and commerce. The com-

pany provides designers and fitters with a wide selection 

of high quality and modern design internal lighting fixtures 

for offices, warehouse buildings, production plants, service 

facilities, shopping centres and public utility buildings. There 

is also a selection of products intended for outdoor areas 

with LED technology, such as highbays,  floodlights, street 

lights and hermetic fixtures. Combine with accessories such 

as motion sensor can provide complete solution for profes-

sional lighting include energy saving and environment pro-

tection. The photometric data of the fixtures manufactured 

by BEMKO is available for computer-supported process of 

lighting system design. Lighting project can be done or by 

BEMKO technical employee or by Customer by them self’s.

ECOline is BEMKO brand for light sources, which includes 

mainly LED semiconductor technology with the most popu-

lar Edison screw bases and with pin-type GU10, G9 bases 

adapted to the mains voltage 230V AC and G4 safety volta-

ge 12V DC. Additionally, BEMKO offers decorative lighting in 

the form of elastic LED strips in various colours, with different 

tightness properties and possibility of their dynamic control. 

BEMKO light sources are designed in accordance with the 

most rigorous technical requirements which guarantee lo-

wer energy consumption.

In order to live up to its clients’ expectations BEMKO Sp. z o.o. regularly introduces new products to its offer, paying particular 

attention to current market trends, technical requirements and design. At the moment BEMKO’s offer encompasses over 800 

products including in 5 product groups: modular devices, lighting fixtures, accessories, lighting sources and electrotechnical 

components. Vast range of products for the lighting industry includes for example modern LED-type light sources and lighting 

fixtures based on the SMD semiconductor technology.
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About BEMKO
BEMKO is a producer of lighting and electrotechnical pro-

ducts, company with an established position on the Polish 

market. The company was founded in 2007, since than 

noting a systematic growth of participation in the production 

of lighting and electrotechnical equipment in the country and 

abroad. We distribute our products in Poland, the European 

Union and in the eastern countries by means of developed 

wholesale chains, which are supported by regional sales 

managers.

Awards
Each award is an encouragement and mobilization for further 

work on continuous improvement and quality of both pro-

ducts and services. High standards of service and mainte-

nance companies were often rewarded, below the selected 

awards and recognitions:


